
What can TREDPLAN do for DOTs and MPOs?

▪ Compare your region to its peers in terms of dependence on 

external labor & business markets, as well as freight gateways.

▪ Assess how future economic shifts can affect your region’s 

economy, commuting, and freight flows.

▪ Assess the potential for future change in your region’s reliance 

on connections to specific gateways and areas of the US.

▪ Identify elements of transportation infrastructure that will be 

most critically affected by future changes in economic growth.

▪ Evaluate impacts of infrastructure over- and under-investment 

by considering impacts of possible alternative economic futures.

Shifts in global and national economies are changing both freight 
and labor markets. It is critical to consider alternative futures 

and their implications for infrastructure investment.

For more information: sales@tredis.com
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TREDPLAN - Regions

Advancing DOT & MPO Abilities to Plan for Future Change

TREDPLAN Analysis: Desire Lines Showing Selected 

Commodity Flows Under 2045 Base Economic Future

Choosing TREDPLAN or 
TREDIS

Scenario Planning for 
factors we can change 

(projects, policies) 
Use TREDIS

Future Planning for 
factors we cannot change 

(economy, technology)
Use TREDPLAN

TREDPLAN Gives Critical Insights for:

▪ Long-Range Planning

▪ Strategic Capital Investments

▪ Wider Economic Risk and Resiliency

▪ Competitive Insights

▪ Coordinating Economic Development TREDPLAN Analysis: Desire Lines Showing Selected 

Commodity Flows Under 2045 Alternative Economic Future

Alternative Economic Futures

▪ Global Economic Forecasts to 2045

▪ Climate Risk: Key Facility Failures 

▪ Shifting Fuel and Energy Prices

▪ International Trade Shifts (due to Policy)

▪ Technology Impacts on Supply Chains

▪ Port Disruption or Access Barrier



How the TREDPLAN Process Works

1) TREDPLAN identifies peer regions that support common industries, US markets and trade partners.

2) For those regions, TREDPLAN calculates possible shifts in population, employment and freight 
generating patterns of economic growth under alternative futures.

3) TREDPLAN identifies shifting future travel patterns by analyzing inter-regional differences in population 
and business patterns as well as future shifts in the spatial and industry mix of business.

4) Through this analysis, TREDPLAN identifies risks of either over- or under-supply of future capacity and 
produces powerful visualizations to enable decision-making to minimize undesired consequences.

For more information: sales@tredis.com
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TREDPLAN is available in two ways: (1) as a web-based service whereby a subscriber signs up
to use the online, interactive TREDPLAN website, and (2) via Consulting Services whereby a
consultant queries the system and prepares reports from it.

Three Versions of TREDPLAN

The Power of TREDPLAN

✓ Clearly understand impacts and implications of possible alternative economic futures for your region.

✓ See effects of alternative economic futures on your region’s commuting and freight flow patterns 30 years 

into the future. 

✓ Uncover your region’s vulnerability risks due to over- or under investment in transportation infrastructure.

TREDPLAN Helps 

You Understand 

How Alternative 

Future Economic 

Conditions Affect 

Business and 

Industry Activity 

and Commodity 

Flows

TREDPLAN-Ports: Select an 
air or sea port and assess 
future shifts in its markets, 
competitiveness and growth 
opportunities. 

TREDPLAN-Regions: Select a 
planning region, and assess 
future shifts in its economic 
growth, defining future 
commuter and freight flows.

TREDPLAN-Economy: Select 
an economic region, and 
assess future growth 
opportunities and related labor, 
energy, and other needs.


